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absolute God and absolute man at the same time and one person. Well, we don't

know. But He is. The Scripture clearly teaches both and in ithe early days

the Christian church had (ii) to make it plain how it could be.

Because he had a mind, he had a mind and a body that was human, He had a

spirit that was alive. And the Council at Constantinople said, No lefts or

rights and then they said, the Divine and the human are entirely separate

and it is just an artificial joint. And the Council of Ephesus said No.

And then they said the trio , the divine nature and the humannature are to

mined that He has a new nature that is a mixture, party divine and partly

human and the Council of Calvin said No lefts or kights. He is wholly God

and wholly man and the mixtures are not separate and they are not mixed.

But he is one person. For the Bible teaches us that and it is perfectly

logical and perfectly reasonable but we don't %i/ necessarily have the

mind to uriderstnad the reason (12) And that is true

in any scientic You get to the point where your reasoning is up

and then it breaks down because you need a few kore facts and then you get

the facts and you find it quite differenft and when you get those facts, then

you can proceed to reason in that direction until you get a few more facts

and find find it (12*) . And of course when you get intp

Eternal things it is all the more so. And God wants us to use our reasoning

But whatever we don't have, God has said in His Word he wants us to say, 'It

looks this way to me. Not to say,"This is time'.' (End of Record 4)

(Begin Record 5) Time to get the clue and if the usual answer to help

us but there is also a good chance to be sitting up a smoke screen to try

to excuse himself for having it the way he wants to go. And let him

face that question. Does he really want the truth, even if it means giving

up Does he really want it ? And if he faces that question

then he will know that he wasn't wne or he really wants to live in sin

or he will perhaps find evidence that he is the one whom God has elected to

Eternal life the one who will be. I think it is very helpful to give

evidence to the unbeliever to remove the obstacle that he is putting up a
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